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 DROI delegation to Yemen
 Human rights situation in North Korea
 Human rights in China
 Sakharov Prize 2012
 Leyla Zana, Sakharov Prize Laureate 

1995
 The impact of the financial and 

economic crisis on human rights

Oswaldo José Payá Sardiñas, Sakharov 
prize laureate 2002 passes away - 22 July

"The loss of Oswaldo Payá in Cuba is sad news for 
all those who believe and fight for freedom and 
democracy in the world", stated the President of the 
European Parliament Martin Schulz on 23 July 
2012.  

The European Parliament awarded him with the 
Sakharov Prize for freedom of thought in 2002, to 
acknowledge his work for the Varela Project - a 
campaign to support a referendum in favour of 
fundamental freedoms and civil rights in Cuba. 

Press statement

DROI Delegation to Yemen                               
1-4 May 

A DROI delegation composed of Barbara 
Lochbihler (Chair of the Delegation, 
Greens/Germany), Richard Howitt (S&D/United 
Kingdom) and Cristian Preda (EPP/Romania) 
visited Sana'a, Yemen from 1-4 May.

The visit included meetings with representatives of 
the Yemeni Government, Parliament, UN 
Secretary General’s Special Adviser, political 
parties, civil society groups as well as 
representatives of youth camped at the Change 
Square in Sana’a. The MEPs heard testimonies of 
victims of human rights violations, and visited 
Sana’a Central Prison to meet with prisoners 
sentenced to death as juveniles. 

The release of political detainees, women’s rights, 
the death penalty (including juvenile cases), 
children’s rights (including child marriage) all 
featured very highly among the priorities. 
Following the visit, DROI members urged the EU 
to strengthen its policy of reaching out to the youth 
who originally sparked the reform process in 
Yemen.

Press Statement

http://www.engcont.europarl.europa.eu/eng-contribution/desktop
http://www.engcont.europarl.europa.eu/eng-contribution/desktop
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/the-president/en/index.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/the-president/en/index.html
http://www.expo.ep.parl.union.eu/expo/cms/pid/1069;jsessionid=4EE8B1AE57DD4A5FC404D56063AC4BEB
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Human rights of migrants and management 
of migration flows at the EU's external 
borders                                                           
8 May 

DROI held an exchange of 
views on the rights of migrants 
and border control. Guest 
speakers were the United 
Nations Special Rapporteur on 
the Human Rights of Migrants, 
Mr. Francois Crépeau, and the 
Deputy Executive Director of 
F r o n t e x ,  Mr. Gil Arias 
Fernandez. 

Mr Crépau informed Members that in his 
forthcoming study he will address the 
impact/implications of EU policies and practices 
related to border control and management in 
countries of transit of migrants en route to EU 
countries. 

The EEAS and the EC presented the recently 
adopted communication on A Global Approach to 
Migration and Mobility as the main strategic 
document in this area. 

MEPs expressed concerns about the lack of 
coherence between internal and external policies on 
migration and about the European external border 
surveillance system (EUROSUR) under discussion 
at the Council. The need to maintain a balance 
between national sovereignty and the rights of 
migrants was, in conclusion, highlighted by Mr 
Crepeau as the key issue in migration matters.   
Press statement

DAS - Departamento Administrativo de 
Seguridad (Administrative Department of 
Security)  - Columbia                                                    
8 May 

The Subcommittee heard from Vice President 
Isabelle Durant on the demand for an investigative 

mission by the Belgian authorities concerning 
illegal procedures in Europe by the former DAS 
(Security Service agency of Colombia, also 
responsible for the immigration services; it was 
dissolved by President Santos on 31 October 
2011 as part of a wider Executive Reform).

Human rights defender 
and FIDH Secretary 
General, Luis 
Guillermo Perez  
claimed that even after 
the dismantling of 
DAS, under the 

President Santos administration 5 judges from the 
Supreme Court continue to live under protection, 
ex-DAS officials are afraid to testify about former 
DAS activities, and HR NGOs continue to be 
stigmatised. Between January and March 2012 64 
human rights defenders were attacked (local 
community/indigenous leaders, social/labour 
workers), and 13 of these were murdered. The 
Colombian Ambassador defended the 
independence of the judicial system in Colombia 
and its reform and the new law on Intelligence 
services that guarantees fundamental rights. 

Human rights in Saudi Arabia                      
8 May 

Mr Christoph Wilcke, researcher for Human Rights 
Watch, reviewed the current situation and longer 
term trends. He was critical about the impact of 
recent cybersecurity and counter-terrorism laws, 
which have had a very negative effect on freedom 
of expression and have led to a situation where 
many human rights defenders have been 
sentenced to prison by the state security court. Mr 
Wilcke also analysed the current situation 
regarding women's rights and religious minorities. 
The case of Mr Hamzi Kashgari (subject of a 
plenary statement by President Schulz in 
February) was also raised, and both the EEAS 
and the Human Rights Watch expert updated the 
Subcommittee on this case. The Saudi Arabian 
Ambassador was present and made a short 
intervention.

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/document/activities/cont/201205/20120503ATT44407/20120503ATT44407EN.pdf
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Human rights situation in North Korea      
29 May

Personal experiences 
with the regime of North 
Korea, which violates 
basic human rights, 
formed the main part of 
this exchange of views. 

Mr Teruaki Masumoto,a Japanese citizen,  informed 
Members about the case of his sister, abducted by 
North Korea, and about international efforts to 
receive substantive information on her fate and the 
fate of other victims. 

In a video statement, Dr. Oh, a South Korean who 
had lived in North Korea before defecting back but 

whose wife and two daughters were 
forced to stay in a political prisoners' camp 
in North Korea, told of his campaign to 
save them, and was complemented by the 
testimony the testimony of Mr. Kim Tae-
Jin, who succeeded in fleeing from the 
camp and now leads an NGO trying to 
shut down all gulags in North Korea. 

The US Special Envoy for North Korean 
Human Rights Issues, Ambassador 

Robert King, described the human rights violations 
in the country and concluded that the DPRK must 
demonstrate respect for human rights in order for 
North Korea to fully participate in the international 
community. The EEAS representative confirmed 
that North Korea engages in political dialogue with 
the EU; however, all human rights questions are 
completely blocked by the North Korean side. The 
meeting concluded with the wish that continued 
international pressure be exerted on North Korea in 
order to stop human rights violations. 

Alleged transportation and illegal detention 
of prisoners in European countries by the 
CIA

On 14 June DROI adopted - within the AFET 
committee - an opinion on the report "on the 
alleged transportation and illegal detention of 
prisoners in European countries by the CIA: 
follow-up of the EP TDIP Committee report." 
MEPs condemn the practices of extraordinary 
rendition, secret prisons and torture, which are 
prohibited under domestic and international law 
stipulating respect for human rights. 

They insist that the EU condemn any abusive 
practices in the fight against terrorism, including 
any such acts committed on its territory, so that 
the EU can not only live up to its values but also 
credibly advocate them in its external relations.

Rapporteur: Sarah Ludford (ALDE, UK) -
Procedure with associated committees – Rule 50 
of the Rules of Procedure

Human rights in China                                       
20 June

The hearing provided a timely opportunity to take 
stock of recent developments, notably on the 
situation of human rights defenders and the legal 
profession, freedom of expression and assembly, 
the recently amended criminal procedure code, 
the issue of house arrests and detention methods 
and conditions, as well as the situation of 
minorities and freedom of religion or belief. 

Exiled dissident Su 
Yutong, who now 
works as a 
journalist for 
Deutche Welle, 
was one of the 
guest speakers.  
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She called on the EU to support human rights 
defenders in China and not yield to economic 
pressure from China. 

Mr Wei Jingsheng (Sakharov Laureate 1996 ) 
addressed DROI via video conference, raising 
issues such as the persecution of journalists, 
internet censorship, and arbitrary detentions.
The exchanges were also highly relevant against 
the backdrop of the latest round of the regular EU-
China human rights dialogue held on 29 May, as 
well as the EP's report in preparation on EU-China 
relations and the on-going review of the EU's 
human rights strategy.  

Sudan and South Sudan                                     
20 June 

The exchange of views focused on the 
consequences of the on-going conflict between the 
two countries on human rights and of the 
humanitarian situation on the population. Speakers 
from civil society including human rights activist 
Omer Ismail (Enough Project) called for a greater 
involvement of the EU in trying to find a peaceful 
resolution to the conflict while ensuring better 
protection of civilians, in particular women and 
children, who are the most vulnerable victims.  One 
such recommendation was for the EU to extend the 
current arms embargo in Darfur to Sudan, and to 
put greater control on small arms trafficking in the 
region, which now involves more and more young 
people.

At the national level, the lack of an institutional 
and judicial framework regarding the protection of 
human rights is the main challenge South Sudan 
is facing. In Sudan, the lack of freedom of 
expression, the grave situation of women's rights 
and the dramatic situation of the population in 
Darfur and South Kordofan, worsened by the 
denial of humanitarian workers' access to the 
region, are among the main issues of concern.

Sakharov Prize 2012

The next Prize award 
ceremony will take place on 
Wednesday, 12 December 
2012 during the plenary in 
Strasbourg. 

The nominees will  first be
presented in a joint DEVE-
AFET-DROI meeting on 
Tuesday 25 September 2012 in Brussels; the vote 
on the three finalists is scheduled for Tuesday 9 
October 2012 at 3 p.m. in Brussels, in a joint 
DEVE-AFET meeting. The Conference of 
Presidents will take the decision on the final 
Laureate on Friday 26 October 2012 in 
Strasbourg.  Calendar for the 2012 Procedure

Human rights and international 
humanitarian law in EU-Israeli-Palestinian 
relations                                                               
20 June 

This meeting took place in reference to the joint 
report of the Euro-Mediterranean Human Rights 
Network (EMHRN) and the Association of World 
Council of Churches related Development 
Organisations in Europe (APRODEV).

One of the main issues discussed was 
colonisation in the West Bank, the expulsion of 
Palestinians from their lands and houses, and the 
exportation of products coming from the occupied 
territories to EU countries.

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/document/activities/cont/201207/20120710ATT48654/20120710ATT48654EN.pdf
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The split over the EU-Israel Conformity Assessment 
and Acceptance of Industrial Products (ACCA)
agreement in the Parliament was an expression of 
the complexity of the topic. MEPs stressed the need 
for more systematic fact-finding missions arguing 
that it is Israel's responsibility to prove that products 
do not come from the colonies, and that no products 
should be accepted within the EU without this proof.

Guest speakers included UNRWA representatives 
accompanied by Palestinian refugees who testified 
of their eviction from their homes by Israeli settlers.

http://www.euromedrights.org/en/news-en/emhrn-
releases/statements-2012/11155.html

Press statement

ICC Lubanga verdict, a major step in the 
global fight against impunity

Press statement by Barbara Lochbihler, Chair of the 
Subcommittee on Human Rights

The Chair stated that the verdict is "an important 
step in the international fight against impunity" and 
that it "sends out a far-reaching signal to all those 
who continue to force children into warfare, 
underlining that the use of child soldiers is not a 
national issue but an international crime, which can 
and will be punished by the international 
community". 

Recalling the intensification of the fighting in eastern 
DRC, Mrs Lochbihler added that:" In this context, 
the case against Lubanga must be understood as a 
first step towards bringing all those to court who are 
responsible for  war crimes and crimes against 
humanity in this conflict-stricken country."

EU human rights package and the 
appointment of the EU Special 
Representative on Human Rights                  
25 June 

The Foreign Affairs Council adopted the first ever 
unified Strategic Framework for Human Rights 
and Democracy of the EU. The package is 
composed of a strategic review, an action plan 
and the appointment of the EU Special 
Representative for Human Rights (EUSR on HR). 

The strategic framework contains guidelines for 
the integration and the application of human rights 
in all EU external policies. The action plan's 
purpose is to establish this strategic framework via 
a list of actions to be carried out by the High 
Representative assisted by the EEAS, and by the 
Commission, the Council and Member States. 

The appointed EU Special Representative will be 
tasked with developing a more cohesive and 
visible human rights platform throughout the 
European Union. The EUSR is expected to 
appear before a joint AFET-DROI meeting after 
his or her appointment.

Because of the importance of human rights at the 
heart of the EU, this package will allow for a more 
coherent and ambitious policy and will 
demonstrate that human rights are a strategic and
integral part of EU foreign policy.

Barbara Lochbihler, DROI chair, warned that 
simply adopting and affirming the EU’s position on 
human rights is not enough, and that “only by 
putting the adopted action plan consistently into
practice will we be able to reach the essential 
objective of the Human Rights package: to make 
human rights the most important guiding principle
of all EU policy actions." Read more

http://www.euromedrights.org/en/news-en/emhrn-releases/statements-2012/11155.html
http://www.euromedrights.org/en/news-en/emhrn-releases/statements-2012/11155.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/droi/publications.html#menuzone
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/droi/publications.html#menuzonedf
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Leyla Zana, Sakharov Prize Laureate 1995
11 July 

The meeting was the occasion for a lively and 
interesting discussion with the 1995 Sakharov 
laureate in the  light of recent developments on the 
Kurdish question (including Leyla Zana's meeting 
with PM Erdogan, only weeks after her recent 10-
year prison sentence was announced), as well as 
on-going judicial and constitutional reform in Turkey. 
Discussions focused on women's rights, prison 
sentences and detention conditions, the justice 
system, including anti-terror legislation and its 
application, the Kurdish issue, cultural and minority 
rights (language issue, education),  as well as the 
constitutional process. The meeting was organised 
jointly with the FEMM Committee and in association 
with the Delegation to the EU-Turkey JPC.  Press 
Statement

Implications of climate change on human 
rights                                                            
11 July 

The hearing 
focused on the 
implications of 
climate change on 
human rights, with 
the presentation of 
a study 
commissioned by 
DROI, entitled
"Human Rights and 

Climate Change: EU policy options" and an 
exchange of views on environmental human rights 
defenders 

The final draft study was presented to Members 
and the final version should be ready by the end 
of August. 

Members were informed that the EU's policy 
regarding the human rights implications of climate 
change is at an early stage. The policy 
recommendations presented included the 
possibility of creating the post of UN Special 
Rapporteur on Human Rights and Climate 
Change and questions related to climate change-
induced migration, and how the status of "climate 
change refugees" should be defined.  

On environmental human rights defenders, the 
speakers highlighted the specific threats faced by 
these actors and the responsibilities of 
international companies and the importance of 
properly framed investment agreements.

EU Annual Report on Human Rights and 
Democracy in the World 2011

Maciej Popowski, 
Deputy Secretary 
General for the 
European External 
Action Service, 
summarised the main 
findings and rationale 

of the Annual Report, highlighting specific 
examples as well as providing explanations on 
both "delivering" and reporting. In the ensuing 
discussion, the rapporteur, Mr Leonidas Donskis 
(ALDE, Lithuania), highlighted his appreciation of
the timely presentation and comprehensive 
content and noted the need to also focus on less 
obvious and visible violations of human 
rights such as selective justice, mass surveillance, 
psychiatric treatment as a punitive measure, etc. 
The EP report, which comes in response to that
issued by the EEAS, is due to be adopted in 
plenary in December 2012.

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/droi/publications.html#menuzone
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/droi/publications.html#menuzone
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EU Annual Report on Human Rights and 
Democracy in the World 2011

http://eeas.europa.eu/human_rights/docs/2011_hr_r
eport_en.pdf

The impact of the financial and economic 
crisis on human rights                                 
12 July 

This fruitful hearing was 
organised in the framework 
of the preparation of the 
upcoming own-initiative 
report on the topic for 
which Inese Vaidere (EPP, 
Latvia) is rapporteur. 
Speakers included Olivier
De Schutter, the UN 
Special rapporteur on the 
right to food, Ignacio Saiz 
from the Center for 
Economic and Social 
Rights in Madrid, and a video message by Mayra 
Moro-Cocco from the Association of Women in 
Development.
.
The discussions stressed that the financial and 
economic crisis risks becoming a human rights 
crisis with dire consequences for economic and 
social rights and the most affected people are in the 
developing world. Speakers reminded the audience 
about the legal obligations states have to protect 
these rights.  

The EU's economic decline also has an impact on 
third countries, as in 2011 total EU aid declined for 
the first time since 1997 at the expense of 
developing and poor countries. Other 
consequences include a decreased volume of trade 
and fewer remittances.

The EP's report on the impact of the economic crisis 
on human rights is scheduled to be voted in plenary 
in March 2013.  Press statement

The role of Private Military and Security 
Companies (PMSCs) in relation to the 
violation of human rights                            
12 July 

MEPs welcomed the fact that the EU has 
expressed its intention to adhere to the Montreux 
document (the first international organisation to do 
so), to which so far 17 EU Member States have
acceded. While acknowledging the positive role of 
the International Code of Conduct and the fact 
that currently there are 404 signatory companies,
it was regretted that this multi-stakeholder 
initiative could be used by governments, including 
the UK, to argue against regulating this growing 
industry sector.

Current Reports and Opinions

Draft Reports
Review of the EU's human rights strategy  
(2012/2062(INI)) Rapporteur: Rui Tavares 
Joint communication to the European Parliament 
and the Council: Human rights and democracy at 
the heart of EU external action - towards a more 
effective approach (COM(2011) 0886) 

The impact of the financial and economic crisis 
(2012/2136(INI)) Rapporteur: Inese Vaidere

Draft Opinions
Corporate social responsibility: promoting 
society's interests and a route to sustainable and 
inclusive recovery (2012/2097 (INI)) Rapporteur 
for opinion: Andrzej Grzyb

Human Rights related resolutions/texts adopted 
in plenary 2012

July 2012 - Strasbourg
Freedom of expression in Belarus, in particular the 
case of Andrzej Poczobut; forced abortion scandal 

http://eeas.europa.eu/human_rights/docs/2011_hr_report_en.pdf
http://eeas.europa.eu/human_rights/docs/2011_hr_report_en.pdf
http://eeas.europa.eu/human_rights/docs/2011_hr_report_en.pdf
http://eeas.europa.eu/human_rights/docs/2011_hr_report_en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/droi/publications.html#menuzone
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in China; EU policy on the West Bank and East 
Jerusalem; violence against lesbian and LGBT 
rights in Africa

June 2012 - Strasbourg
Follow-up to the elections in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo; female genital mutilation; 
situation of ethnic minorities in Iran; cases of 
impunity in the Philippines; human rights and the 
security situation in the Sahel region; Sudan and 
South Sudan

May 2012 - Strasbourg
Azerbaijan; situation of North Korean refugees; 
Venezuela: possible withdrawal from the Inter-
American Commission on Human Rights

Link to all resolutions

Next DROI Meetings 2012

Monday, 17 September at 3 pm.
Tuesday, 18 September at 9 a.m.
Tuesday, 9 October at 9 a.m. and at 3 p.m.
Monday, 5 November at 3 p.m.
Wednesday, 28 November at 3 p.m.
Thursday, 29 November at 9 a.m.
Thursday, 6 December at 9 a.m.

DROI Calendar 2012

LINKS:

DROI Webpage

DROI Live

DROI studies

Subscribe to the DROI Newsletter

DROI on Facebook: LIKE us on Human Rights 
Subcommittee European Parliament

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/DROI/publications.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/comparl/droi/calendar_2012.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/DROI/home.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/DROI/home.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/DROI/studies.html
Mailto:droi-secretariat@europarl.europa.eu
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Human-Rights-Subcommittee-European-Parliament/149764928468466
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